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The Department of Education was notified at least 12 Times since 2003 concerning Organized Crime Syndicated Members DIRECTLY connected to GangStalking
crimes that infiltrated her life in Michigan Cohersed into taking out these loans.
she also told them this same crime has repeatedly made her homeless, and that she has been running NON STOP since at least 2003 trying to survive it expose
it and get UNCORRUPTED Help concerning it and that this crime occurred towards her on HFCC Campus and U of M, she sent them a Huge stack of
INDISPUTIBLE evidence she is a Victim of this Crime thru USPS Certified Mail Return Receipt which they sighned for then later claimed they never got, they
ABSOLUTELY refuse to invesitgate ANY of the Evidence and the Connected identified schools that ABSOLUTELY played a Role in the GangStalking of her, in
which she has indisputible Proof it occurred on these Campuse's, HFCC Dearborn Mi
U of M Dearborn Mi U of M Ann Arbor Mi, San Diego Campus's UCSD,SDSU UCSM,USD, A Fedearl Agencie USPS played a ABSOLUTE Direct Role in the
Creation of teh Homelessness of leslie and Played a ABSOLUTE role in LONG Term Mail Theft Mail Delayment and Psychilogical mechanics of GangStalking
using Mailed items as its assistance, USPS is a Federal Agencie SO is the Department of Education. GangStalking Organized Stalking is a Crime ABSOLUTELY
Expedited thru but not limited to Organized Crime in the System at the Military Federal and State Level, this crime is never acheived by and thru any body else
without these immediate formentioned Government description's Being directly connected to them and Police are absolutely connected to it IN EVERY STATEso
as a result of the Isolation technique being employeed against ALL TARGETS at measured points within their targeting that are part of these crimmial realities, the
target is basically left alone in the Victimization of these crimes while the Crimes escalate until th eMotives are acheived and continued and the Deapartment of
education will play a Role in teh Explotation of leslie using the school loans while making it appear tat what their doin is normal procedures concerning a Loan
Holder and its being predicted right now every other connected partie that assists their connetetion to this crime is already identified POLICE and more and the
effects of their technioqiues will assist in making it appear that every one ( of them ) are just doin their job ( Concerninbg who their employment descriptions are
used to entrapp her in thois Debt that will assist in gthe Exploation which is but not limited to Debt bondage Human Trafficking extortion schemes Illegal Probate
control Racketeering and Human Traffikcing insurance fraud and More, remember they act like they dont know whats goin one then use their Employment
description to bring about the effects that leads to the Explotation THEY ARE AWARE leslie has recording devices, Predicting right now their goin to target ttrhe
Money she has now and will not allow her a Forebarance effective 11/01/16 or use a Arrest or Ticket to afftect this timeley eligibity ALWAYS remeber
EMPLOYMENT description are used aginst the Target brought about thru the tracking of the Target to bring about effect's and circumstance that are then Exploited
to exploit the Target including the Homelessness they will continue to use the Homelessness this crime intentionally created to use it as a Explotation tool and
that the Police, Prosecutors Public Defender's Judges and District Attorney's Office and Courts ARE INTENTIONALY keeping her in Welcome to truth, and know it
Google UCSD and Law Library are they Networking GangStalking Main Blog
https://ucsdgangstalking2014humantrafficking.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/currentucsdandlawlibraryaretheynetworkinggangstalking/
Lets see if leslie is Assaulted Raped Forced to Mpve Ticketed arrested , property stolen or Damaged in the next 90 Days and Forced to move means whatever
causes it it ABSOLUTELY will be directly conne cted to the crime happening to her ALL PREDICTION"S leslie has ever made apply for the next 6 months effective
12:14 PM 8/24/16
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